QUICK TIPS FOR USING THE DIRECTORY

The Wilds Cooperative of PA is a network of more than 400 businesses, organizations and communities across the 13-county Pennsylvania Wilds region. This directory helps you find them, learn more about their offerings, and connect with them directly!

*Easily search our entire network at [WildsCoPA.org/our-members](http://WildsCoPA.org/our-members)* by:

- keyword (in the search bar)
- products
- services
- experiences
- location or landscape
- member type

Utilize drop-downs, circled in red, to navigate categories of products, services and experiences. Note how ‘Search by Products’ is red once selected and relevant categories appear in the drop-down below it. You can even select items from multiple drop-down menus to filter your search further. Each map icon represents at least one member; however, several may be included under an icon.